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1. Introduction
We have done our Bachelor’s Design Project for the startup company PLAEX Technologies B.V.
PLAEX is based in Enschede and focuses on their main product called "Garby", which is a
smart recycling bin that uses artificial intelligence to recognize the category of waste that is put
in the bin, before sorting the waste accordingly. The bin collects data of the items it has sorted,
which allows this data to be displayed on a dashboard. Each Garby is linked to an owner,
allowing an owner to see the data of all its Garbys on the dashboard by signing in with their
account. The original dashboard of PLAEX is shown in Figure 1.1 below.

Figure 1.1: A screenshot of the original PLAEX dashboard.

The goal of our project was to create a new dashboard that can display the data of Garbys to
their owners. The dashboard displays statistics and data stemming from a Garby’s garbage
sorting process, such as the type of garbage, the number of items, and when the garbage was
disposed of. We were asked to create this dashboard because PLAEX's current dashboard
implementation is lacking key data visualisation features and is not a fully integrated, scalable
system. There are multiple key features that the client wants us to implement in the new version
of the system, including the ability to register new users of two different tiers, filter the data to be
displayed according to multiple criteria, manually edit their data and edit certain information
related to their account. In addition to these features, there should exist an administrator page
for managing the system. Other than implementing the functionalities mentioned above, the goal
was to create a fully integrated system that automates the functionalities of the dashboard, as
well as sets it up for further scaling and addition of features in the future. Combined with
authentication features and UI design improvements, the goal of this project was to create a
full-stack web application that PLAEX will use to provide their customers with a dashboard for
managing and gaining insights into their waste usage.



This report covers all aspects of the system we created and the process we went through
completing this project. As the project both required collaboration with the client to satisfy its
requirements, as well as independent decision-making on our part for implementing the
technical aspects outside the client’s field of understanding, the following report covers aspects
of both natures. The structure of the report for the most part follows the chronological
development of the project itself. To start, the 2nd and 3rd section of the report covers highly
collaborative aspects that were completed before starting the implementation of the system,
where we cover the requirements for the system we implemented and our initial design ideas for
the system, covering both user interface and software implementation aspects. Following our
requirements and initial designs, section 4 covers a higher-level overview of our system
architecture. In this section, the major structural aspects of our system are covered, as well as
justifications for the core frameworks and environments used in our implementation. Next, we
cover in-depth all aspects of the system we have created, covering all core front-end
functionalities of the system, the design pattern, and justification for more in-depth aspects of
our back-end, as well as the most important libraries we used in our implementation and our
justification for using them. Then we describe the testing process we have used for this project,
as well as the results of the tests. Finally, we conclude the report and provide an evaluation of
the project as a whole, including both the system we created as well as the process we went
through creating the system.

The report also contains appendices for certain report components that felt more natural to
include as appendices rather than in the main text. The appendices include a glossary
containing some specific words relevant to our project and report, the API documentation of our
system, a description of system tests, the exact data of our code coverage for testing on the
back-end and finally the descriptive output of our back-end testing.



2. Requirements
To form the requirements of the project, we had set up multiple meetings with our client to
discuss these requirements. During the first meeting, the client gave us more information about
his company and showed us his current implementation of the waste management dashboard.
From this initial meeting, we were already able to list most of the crucial requirements for the
project. In the following meetings, the requirements were fine-tuned with the client, finally ending
up in the set of requirements listed below.

The requirements are divided into functional, non-functional, and system requirements. The
functional and non-functional requirements are divided into “must”, “should”, and “could” based
upon the MOSCOW prioritisation principle1, which means that "must requirements” have the
highest priority and "could requirements” have the lowest priority.

2.1 Functional requirements
Must:

- A user must be able to register a new basic PLAEX account
- A user must be able to register a new premium PLAEX account
- A user must be able to upgrade from a basic account to a premium account
- A user must be able to sign in to the system using a PLAEX account
- A user must be able to manually add waste data to the dashboard

- Even without a Garby the user should be able to add data
- A user must be able to manually edit existing waste data on the dashboard
- A user must be able to add and remove Garbys on the dashboard

- A user must own a Garby to be able to add it
- An administrator must be able to create, read, update and delete user accounts

Should:
- A user should be able to customise how the waste data on the dashboard is displayed

- Specific dates
- Ranges of dates
- Garbage category

- Upon registration, a free user should be able to enter:
- First name
- Last name
- E-mail
- Age
- Password
- Where did you find us

- Upon registration, a paid user should be able to enter:
- KvK-number (Chamber of Commerce number) (optional)
- Company name (optional)

1 https://www.productplan.com/glossary/moscow-prioritization/



- Address
- How many devices are needed
- Payment information
- All information from the free user

- A user should be able to ask for a password reset if they have forgotten their password
- An administrator should be able to reset the password for a user

Could:
- A user could be able to sign in to the system using a third-party SSO provider (e.g.

Facebook/Google/Apple account)
- A user could have the ability to add a display name for a Garby

2.2 Non-functional requirements
Must:

- The system must be scalable for multiple garbage bins
- The dashboard must be responsive for desktop size screens

Should:
- The dashboard waste data should be updated every 5 minutes.
- The dashboard should have at least a 99% uptime.
- Dashboard diagrams should be clear and easily understandable
- Dashboard diagrams should give a clear view of how much trash is collected
- Dashboard diagrams should give a clear view of which trash is collected
- Dashboard diagrams should give a clear view of when the trash is collected
- Dashboard diagrams should give a clear view of the progress of collected trash

throughout a period of time
- Dashboard diagrams should have a consistent colour coding scheme

- Black, green (#08c309/lime-green), white (dark theme)
- The manually added data and the data collected by the Garbys should be separated

Could:
- The dashboard could be responsive for mobile devices in portrait mode.
- The dashboard could be responsive for mobile devices in landscape mode.

2.3 System requirements
- The database should be synchronised with the uploaded CSV files from the Garbys

every 5 minutes.
- The system should be accessible on the internet



3. Design
At an early stage in the design phase, we decided that our dashboard would be a web
application accessible on the internet. Therefore, we split our design into two core components,
a front-end, and a back-end. The front-end runs in the browser and contains the user interface
for end-users to interact with, and connects to the back-end for processing of application
functionalities and data storage.

We initiated our front-end development by creating lo-fi sketches of the user interfaces on paper.
After showing these initial ideas to our client and processing the feedback we got, we started
creating a hi-fi front-end prototype in Figma2. We decided to use Figma for our hi-fi front-end
design as Figma provides us with the ability to model interactions within our designs and see
how user interactions will provide different views. By modelling some of these key interactions
and views, we had a clear idea of how the interactions would be implemented in the code,
making the code implementation of the front-end simpler.

3.1 Lo-fi front-end design
We started our user interface designing process by sketching two of the pages we were going to
implement for this project, namely the dashboard page and the data managing page (visible in
Figure 3.1.1 and Figure 3.1.2 respectively). While developing these sketches, we took much
inspiration from other dashboards we already knew of ourselves or other ones we could find on
the internet. The lo-fi front-end design is focused on just the key features of the two pages,
roughly showing their layout, what core components should be displayed and which core user
interactions should be possible. From these lo-fi sketches, we transitioned towards a hi-fi
front-end design of the application.

2 https://www.figma.com/



Figure 3.1.1: A lo-fi front-end design of the dashboard page

Figure 3.1.2: A lo-fi front-end design of the manage page

3.2 Hi-fi front-end design
Using Figma, we designed most of the core views of our front-end, including the three pages
that a regular user can view, as well as the views that concern how a user registers for the
system. Most of the design decisions were made by us, with some key aspects being required
by the client, such as how graphs should be displayed and the colour scheme of the system.
Throughout the project, these design decisions were shown to the client to receive feedback on



whether the decisions we made were acceptable, whether some of them had to change, or if
additional features that we hadn’t designed should be added. The hi-fi front-end designs we
created are shown in the images below.

Figure 3.2.1: The dashboard page of the hi-fi front-end design.

Figure 3.2.2: The manage page of the hi-fi front-end design.



Figure 3.2.3: The account page of the hi-fi front-end design.

Figure 3.2.4: The first register page of the hi-fi front-end design.



Figure 3.2.5: The second register page of the hi-fi front-end design.

Figure 3.2.6: The third register page of the hi-fi front-end design.

Although our hi-fi front-end designs cover the most important aspects of the system, especially
regarding the views that a regular user encounters, there are still aspects of the system that are
not modelled in these designs. Some of those missing designs stem from us deciding they were



not significant enough to model, while some also stem from having a greater understanding of
what the system should include as we progressed throughout the project.

3.3 Use case diagrams
The first use case diagram, shown in Figure 3.3.1, describes what interactions users can
perform related to their account. Regarding authentication & accounts, the only difference
between a free and a premium user is that a free user can upgrade their account to a premium
one. The administrator user is distinct from the others, as it does not have a dashboard itself. Its
functionalities relate to being able to manage and keep track of all users in the system.

Figure 3.3.1: Use case diagram for authentication and accounts

The second use case diagram, shown in Figure 3.3.2 below, is about how the different users
can interact with the data on the dashboard. It mostly covers the viewing, editing, and filtering of
waste data. The administrator user does not have a dashboard, so its data interaction
functionalities relate to being able to add and remove Garbys for users, as well as view all
Garbys that belong to the users in the system.



Figure 3.3.2: Use case diagram for data interaction

3.4 Activity diagrams
In addition to modelling the design of our front-end, we also decided to use UML diagrams to
model some of the key interactions in our system. One of the UML diagrams we used was the
activity diagram. We decided to model what we initially considered to be the core interactions of
a user with our system, namely how a user registers, how a user logs in, and how a Garby is
added to a user. The general idea for the models that concern registering and logging in
corresponds to what has been implemented in our final version of the system, with the
exception being made for not having enough time to implement SSO login for users. The
modelling of adding a Garby to a user however does not correspond to our final decisions on
how to implement that feature. Hence, this diagram only corresponds to our initial idea of how
the system would work, and not how the system ended up working.

The first activity diagram is about logging into the system; shown in Figure 3.4.1. The diagram
shows that this can be done either by using an existing account or by using 3rd party SSO.



Figure 3.4.1: Activity diagram for logging in



The second activity diagram is shown in Figure 3.4.2 and shows the functionality of adding
Garbys to the system. As mentioned above, the functionality modelled in this diagram does not
correspond to how it is implemented in the final version of the system.

Figure 3.4.2: Activity diagram for adding a Garby to the system

The last activity diagram is about registering an account and can be seen in Figure 3.4.3. A
customer can register either a free account or a premium account.

Figure 3.4.3: Activity diagram for registering an account



3.5 Class diagram
Below you can see the class diagram of our system. Figure 3.5.1 shows the whole view. Figure
3.5.2 and Figure 3.5.3 zoom in on parts of the diagram for readability.

Figure 3.5.1: Full class diagram



As visible in Figure 3.5.2, we have modelled a universal user class that gets extended with extra
information or functionality depending on the user type. Furthermore, there is a universal waste
entry class which also has two types, namely manual and automatic waste entries. These are
separated to distinguish between waste data received from Garbys and manually added data,
as desired by the client and described in the list of non-functional requirements. Lastly, the
Garby class defines Garbys and the properties a Garby must contain, where one of the key
details is that Garbys belong to a premium user and do not exist separately within the system.

Figure 3.5.2: Top left part of the class diagram



Figure 3.5.3 covers an extension of the information which is stored for a premium user. This
includes company and address information. Furthermore, payment information is stored with the
possibility of choosing between an IBAN or a BIC for payments and is modelled separately from
the user class. Lastly, there is an Order class and make order function for ordering new Garbys
through the system. Eventually, we decided not to implement this Order class, because the
client preferred that we would not be handling the payments through the system. To deal with
this, we added a desired devices field upon registration so a new user can indicate how many
Garbys they would like to purchase. PLAEX could then contact the new user and close the deal
outside of our systems.

Figure 3.5.3: The bottom part of the class diagram



3.6 Database diagram
The database diagram shown in Figure 3.6.1 takes the ideas from the class diagram and
models them according to the structure used in our chosen database, MongoDB. Our database
choice and reasoning are further explained in the following section.

Figure 3.6.1: Database diagram



4. System architecture

4.1 Front-end
For the front end we have used ReactJS3. We have chosen to use React for various reasons:

- We had previous experience with React, hence requiring less work relating to learning a
new environment or language and giving us more time to focus on building the
application.

- React, through npm, has lots of available libraries that make implementing many
common aspects of React projects much simpler. These libraries made implementing the
system simpler, as well as provided for cleaner code and less complex manual
functionalities to be implemented by us.

- Using a framework allows for writing scalable front-end code and helps with the
reduction of repetitive and redundant code. React components are ideal for creating
such structure and non-repetitive code, allowing the reuse of components throughout the
system and the ability to make minor alterations to those components where needed
without rewriting the whole component.

We chose ReactJS as our front-end framework because it makes it simple to develop UI
components that can be reused in multiple places. React also has support for various state
management libraries which makes it easier to manage user data across all aspects of the
front-end system. As our system contains users and various information regarding the user must
be accessible in many different locations on the front-end, React’s state management libraries
proved valuable for implementing the system.

Because we used ReactJS for the front-end implementation, we divided everything into different
pages. Since multiple pages need different designs and will display different information, we
made use of routes to make a conceptual differentiation. The library we have used for this is
called React Router DOM4. We essentially have 3 different routes:

1. A route for the users, who can interact with the dashboard and view all its corresponding
pages and views.

2. A route for authentication, where login and registration are handled
3. A route for the admin, where they can view all the users and Garbys in a list format.

The “users” route contains 3 pages. The home page contains the dashboard for displaying
waste data. Here, the user can view various graphs with the ability to filter the data to be
displayed based on time, category, and/or which Garby(s) the data should stem from. The
second page is the manage page, where the user can view the waste amounts per waste type
for a specific date. Here, they can also add or remove data for specific categories and dates.
The third page is the account page and is where a user can view the information about their
account. As there are both free and premium accounts, what can be seen and done on the

4 https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-router-dom
3 https://reactjs.org/



account page differs, with a free user being able to upgrade their account or reset their
password, while a premium user can reset their password, edit their address or edit their logo.
The account page is also where users can log out of the system.

The authentication route has three pages. On the login page, an unauthenticated user can enter
their credentials to get access to the “users” route. If the user does not have an account yet,
they can use the registration page to create a new account. Here, the user can create either a
free or a premium account. Finally, there is the reset password page, which allows a user to
reset their password after they have received an email containing a “reset password token”.

The admin route contains 3 pages. The home page allows an admin to view all the users in the
system in a list, with some core information visible about each user, such as how many Garbys
they own and whether they are free or premium users. The second page lets an admin view all
the Garbys that exist in the system. Beside each Garby is the name of the user that owns it, as
well as a button that allows the Garby to be deleted. The last page lets an admin see a more
detailed view of a specific user, and can be reached either by selecting a user from the list of
users in the system or by selecting the owner of a Garby.

4.2 Back-end
For the back-end of our system we used NodeJS5 with Express6 as a web server. We chose
NodeJS as the environment together with Express for various reasons:

- We had previous familiarity with the environment, hence requiring less work relating to
learning a new environment or language and giving us more time to focus on building
the application.

- NodeJS, through its package manager "npm", also offers a wide range of easily
implementable libraries, with many of those libraries being specifically designed to ease
the process of developing a web application. Hence, for our case, using NodeJS
simplified the process of implementing a wide range of functionalities on the server.

- We were also aware of the scalability of NodeJS, as the environment has been designed
with both scalability and web servers in mind, optimising for low latency and ease of
implementation. 7

- Many current popular and successful applications have chosen NodeJS as their server
environments, such as PayPal, Netflix, LinkedIn, and many more8.

- Express: A high-performance lightweight framework for creating web applications in the
Node environment. Express simplifies the process of creating the HTTP layer of a web
server, both by making it simple to set up HTTP connections, as well as offering valuable
tools for more complex features regarding receiving requests and sending responses.

8 https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/7-famous-apps-built-on-node-js-reasons-and-benefits/
7 https://medium.com/the-node-js-collection/why-the-hell-would-you-use-node-js-4b053b94ab8e
6 https://expressjs.com/
5 https://nodejs.org/en/



Both the simple structure of separating the different routing paths as well as
implementing middleware in the Controller layer for authentication makes it ideal for
creating a web application such as ours. Our system has multiple different types of
users, with various levels of permissions, and making it simple to verify whether HTTP
requests are being called according to the permissions of users is a big advantage for
our system.

The structure of our API consists mainly of three core components, namely authentication,
users, and waste entries. In addition to these API components, our server features two other
core architectural components, which are the CSV file processor and the database.

4.2.1 Authentication
Our system featured many aspects where authentication is vital, such as registering a new
account, logging in, resetting your password, and requesting the information of the user who is
currently logged in, in addition to having accounts with different access levels, having a strong
implementation of authentication throughout the system was important.

For the authentication procedure in general, we used JSON Web Tokens (JWT)9. The main
concept of JWTs is that an authorization server adds a signature to a JSON object which only
that authorization server can provide. Then, a resource server can use this JWT to verify a
user's identity. In our case, the NodeJS backend is both the authorization server as well as the
resource server. In the future, it will be easy to separate these concerns again if this is desirable
for expanding the functionalities of a PLAEX account for other (micro)services.

We have decided to use JWT for authentication since it is becoming more and more mainstream
in the development of web applications. It is also very useful because the payload of the token
is not encrypted, hence the front-end part of the application can also see the expiration date of
the token and already handle it accordingly upon expiration. We have used symmetric
encryption in order to sign our JWTs because we thought asymmetric encryption would not
benefit the application yet but would make configuring the application more difficult. Eventually,
switching to asymmetric encryption is not difficult because of the flexibility the jsonwebtoken10

library provides us.

4.2.2 Users
Another core component of our API contains the possible system interactions related to users.
As users contain multiple fields of account information, some of which are editable, in addition to
their owned Garbys being contained within the user object, there exist many functions that
interact with user objects. One of the key aspects of keeping all user-related functions in the
same place is that we had to take care of the different authorization levels in this component.
For example, a free user does not have access to premium features, and only admin users have

10 https://www.npmjs.com/package/jsonwebtoken
9 https://jwt.io/



access to admin features. This authorization of access was taken care of in the users
component of the API.

4.2.3 Manual waste entries
As our API structure is based on our database structure, we decided to keep all functionalities
related specifically to the user object in a user component, and while manual waste entries are
linked to users, we decided to create a separate API component solely for creating manual
waste entries.

4.2.4 Database
As our database we have used MongoDB11. We have chosen to use a NoSQL database instead
of a SQL database for the following reasons:

- Ease of the data schema model. Because all records (in MongoDB called "documents")
are modeled as Binary JSON (BSON), we can easily store one-to-many relationships
inside one collection. For example,  we could easily include user-related properties like
the address, payment information, and Garby information inside the user’s collection. If
we were to use a SQL database for this, we would have to create separate tables for all
these properties to normalize the database schema. Using MongoDB instead, made the
design and development process easier and more efficient.

- Modelling of optional fields. Because all documents in MongoDB are BSON objects and
these objects do not need to have the same properties throughout an entire collection, it
gives us the possibility to add optional fields for certain collections. Again, the benefit of
this is that we do not need to normalize the users’ collection into for example a users,
freeUsers, and premiumUsers collection.

- Scalability. When database functionalities like referential key integrity are not needed,
MongoDB allows for much smoother upscaling. In our case, we only had three
collections, so managing referential key integrity between those three was not difficult. It
is also more likely that the existing three collections will be extended with fields and
properties than that new collections will be added.

For the database schema, we have used the schema defined in Figure 3.6.1. Because we are
using MongoDB, it did allow us to simplify this diagram by embedding the Garby,
PaymentInformation, and Address schemas inside of the Users schema. Also, as described in
Section 2.2 and Section 3.5, the manually added data should be separated from the data
collected by Garbys. Hence, we have chosen to split these two entities into separate collections
despite their familiar structure. So, in the end, we are left with three collections in the MongoDB
database:

- Users
- WasteEntries
- ManualWasteEntries

11 https://www.mongodb.com/



4.2.5 CSV importer
Because the Garbys send their collected data in CSV files to a web server, we also needed a
separate import functionality that will read the CSV files from all the Garbys and then import
them into the newly created MongoDB database. The importing tool imports these new records
carefully to prevent duplicate records inside the WasteEntries collection. It prevents this by
looking at the latest imported timestamp in the database and then only importing CSV records
that are later than that timestamp. Eventually, this importer can be replaced when Garbys can
directly communicate with the API and can post their waste data information towards the
MongoDB database through one of the API's endpoints.

4.3 Docker
To easily perform integration tests and deployment, we have chosen to wrap our different stack
layers into Docker12 containers. We have defined a separate Docker file for our front-end and
back-end parts of the application and created a Docker Compose13 file to connect these
separate containers easily for testing and production environments. We have defined four
separate containers:

- A database container running MongoDB
- A container running NodeJS for the back-end to run
- A container running NodeJS for the front-end
- A container that will execute the integration tests

The front-end will be compiled to a production build and will then be served by using the serve14

NPM package to allow the website to be served to the public without using many computing
resources, hence also improving performance for the end-user.

We have chosen to add a separate container for the integration tests such that these tests can
be executed from an isolated environment. This environment still has a database connection to
the MongoDB container, which is used to insert records used for testing and clearing all records
after a series of tests.

14 https://www.npmjs.com/package/serve
13 https://docs.docker.com/compose/
12 https://www.docker.com/



Figure 4.1: Visual representation for system architecture



5. Implementation

5.1 Core functionalities

5.1.1 Registration and login
A user needs to log in to the system to access its functionalities. If a user already has an
account, they can fill in their email and password on the login page to continue to the dashboard
(as shown on the right panel of Figure 5.1.1.2 below).

If a user does not have an account, they can register a new one. When registering, a user can
either register a premium account or a free account (as seen in Figure 5.1.1.1). A free user is
free of charge and requires less account information to be filled in to create the account (as
shown on the middle panel of Figure 5.1.1.2), but also provides less functionality in the
dashboard. A premium user, on the other hand, has access to more functionalities on the
dashboard, and should in theory also own Garbys for data to be fetched from and displayed in
the dashboard (Figure 5.1.2.1 shows the difference between account types and what
functionalities are available). After registering, the initial difference in display is that a premium
user has access to all four graphs, while a free user only has access to one. In terms of the
actual data displayed on the graphs, a free user can only view manually added data, while a
premium user can also view data from the Garbys they own. The dashboard view of a free user
can be seen in Figure 5.1.1.3.

Figure 5.1.1.1: Free and premium user choice



Figure 5.1.1.2: Registration and login forms

Figure 5.1.1.3: Dashboard for free users



5.1.2 Upgrading
When a free user is on the dashboard, multiple buttons bring them to the upgrade page. This is
done to create more incentive to upgrade to a premium user, as well as make sure free users
are aware of the differences between the account types. Before the user navigates to the
upgrade page, the user is shown a quick summary of the differences between a free and a
premium user (Figure 5.1.2.1). The upgrade page consists of a form that requires the user to fill
in the additional data that is required for premium users. The form with premium account
information can be seen in the left panel of Figure 5.1.1.2.

Figure 5.1.2.1: Comparison between free and premium users

As a premium user is an extension of a free user, there is no need for an upgrading user to fill in
the information already stored on its account. Hence, only additional information is needed,
mostly relating to payment and company information. As PLAEX is primarily aimed at
companies, they wanted premium accounts, that own Garbys, to provide their company
information and payment information.

5.1.3 Dashboard page
On the dashboard the user can view graphs that show insight into both the data that has been
collected by Garbys and manually added data (as shown in Figure 5.1.3.1). A free user can only
view one graph while a premium user has access to all four graphs. For premium users, there is
also an option to filter the data based on a selection of Garbys, as well as filtering whether to
include manual waste data or not. The filter button can be clicked at the bottom middle of the
dashboard and a popup (Figure 5.1.3.1(2)) allows users to decide their filtering. All users, both
premium and free, can select a date range for the data to be displayed in the graphs. Either by
selecting a quick toggle for today, last week, or last month (as in Figure 5.1.3.1(1)) or by



selecting a specific date range from the calendar popup in Figure 5.1.3.1(3). The graphs always
display waste data for a date range.

Figure 5.1.3.1: Dashboard page for a premium user



5.1.4 Manage page
Using the navigation in the top right the user can switch to the “manage” page (Figure 5.1.4.1).
Here a premium user can change the display names of the Garbys they own and give them
nicknames like kitchen, office space or anything else desired. However, the core feature of this
page is that both free and premium users can manually add and remove waste data. They can
do this by selecting a specific date from the calendar in the middle, and interacting with the
buttons or input fields on the right-hand side of the page. The numbers displayed per waste
category are the total amounts for a user for that category that day, and by clicking “+” or “-” the
amounts will increment or decrement by one per click after a three-second wait time. When
using the input field and the “add” or “remove” buttons, the updated amounts and changes
made are instant. Of course, these numbers cannot be set to less than zero.

Figure 5.1.4.1: Manage page



5.1.5 Account page
Using the navigation in the top right a user can navigate to the account page (Figure 5.1.5.1).
Here a user can view their account information, and what is visible will therefore be different for
free and premium users. This page also has a button that allows a user to log out of the system.
Additionally, this page allows users to edit some of their account information. This includes
editing their address information (Figure 5.1.5.1(1)), changing their password (Figure
5.1.5.1(2)), and uploading/changing their logo (Figure 5.1.5.1(3)). The additional fields of
account information can only be edited by an administrator.

Figure 5.1.5.1: Account page



5.1.6 Administrator page

Figure 5.1.6.1: Overview of admin pages

If the user logs in with an account that is an admin, the user will not be taken to the normal
dashboard pages. Instead, the user will go to the admin pages. There are two main pages here,
namely “Users” and “Garbys”. On both pages, the admin user can log out, reset their password
or navigate to the “Users” or “Garbys” page by using the navigation bar in the top right.

Figure 5.1.6.2: Users overview page (admin dashboard)



On the “Users” page, the admin can see all users that are registered in the system. This list is
sortable and filterable. The admin can click on the column titles to sort the list according to that
column either alphabetically or numerically (depending on which column is selected). The admin
can also search for a user by using the search input on the top right, or filter the account types
by clicking a type when using the search input. For each user in the list, the admin can click on
“view” or “remove”. When clicking on “remove”, a popup appears that asks the admin whether
they are sure they want to remove the user or not. This is to reduce the chance of accidentally
clicking remove, and that resulting in vital user information or waste data connected to that user
being gone. When clicking on “view”, the admin is taken to a page that contains all user
information for that user (Figure 5.1.6.3). Furthermore, this is where an admin can add or
remove Garbys to/from a user and edit a user’s account information.

Figure 5.1.6.3: Specific user data page (admin dashboard)



Figure 5.1.6.4: Garbys overview page (admin dashboard)

On the “Garbys” page, an admin can view a list of all
Garbys that are registered in the system, as well as
some information regarding each Garby. For each
Garby, the admin can click on “view” or “remove”.
Clicking on “view” brings up the user information page
of the owner of the Garby (Figure 5.1.6.3). Clicking on
“remove” brings up a popup that asks them whether
they are sure they want to remove the Garby (Figure
5.1.6.5). Similar to the problem of accidentally
deleting a user, this popup prevents the accidental
deletion of Garbys from the system.



5.1.7 Light mode and responsiveness
The dashboard is fully equipped with a dark and light mode toggle which changes the
appearance of the system on all pages and interactions. Figure 5.1.7.1 shows the difference
between dark and light mode for the main dashboard page and “users” page of an admin.

Figure 5.1.7.1: Dark and light mode appearances

Furthermore, our platform is also fully responsive for all mobile devices. For example, we also
have a mobile navigation bar that is different from the desktop one. This, along with general
responsiveness has been implemented system-wide as well to offer our users the best
experience and ability to use the platform no matter their screen size or device. In Figure 5.1.7.2
below you can see our system can be used on a wide range of devices and screen sizes and
dynamically change accordingly.

Figure 5.1.7.2: Responsiveness on different devices



5.2 Front-end implementation
The code for the front-end can be found in the client folder of the project. A NodeJS
environment with React as the user interface framework has been used to create the front-end,
and the source files for the implementation can be found in the client/src folder. The app.js file is
used to render the whole front-end, while the different core aspects of the front-end are split
across folders and files. In the components folder, the files contain definitions of components
that can be used on the different pages of the front-end. As React provides a component-based
hierarchy and makes it simple to reuse components across the system, this, along with the
pages, constitutes the core front-end implementation for our project. Some of the most
important components are:

- AccountInformation: displays a title and a list of keys and values. This is used on the
account page for displaying stuff like address or payment information. Furthermore, this
is also used on the admin page when looking at the information of the user in the same
fashion.

- Alerts: display the alerts on top of the page when they are added by actions that happen
on the dashboard.

- In the UI folder some components are used for commonly used structures in the
dashboard. First is the card which is used for placing some content in a box (card) on the
dashboard. It adds some stylings to it. Secondly, the tab is used to click on a few
possibilities and have one active at a time. Examples are the navigation buttons or the
filter on today, last week, or last month’s date ranges.

- In the popup folder some components will pop up when the respective button is pressed
for the popup.

- In the nav folder some components are placed on the navigation bar. This is either the
admin navigation bar or the normal dashboard navigation bar.

The context folder contains files that allow for the use of context. Context allows access to data
across the complete project. For example, this is used for user data. A case where this is useful
is when you want to be able to access if the user is a premium user to check if you should show
1 graph or 4 graphs on the dashboard.
In the pages folder, the content of the pages of the website is defined. Examples for pages are
login page, dashboard page, register page, account page, etc.
Lastly the utils folder contains files that allow the use of functionalities that are commonly used
throughout the project.

As React is the core component of the front-end, many of the libraries used for specific
purposes across the front-end system stem from React itself. Although they are part of React,
their specific purpose and value across the system are worth mentioning:

- React calendar15: In the dashboard, we deal with selecting dates. Examples are the
filtering of dates in the dashboard page or the selecting of the date for manual waste
editing. To easily have a calendar without having to build one from scratch we use React
calendar which creates a calendar with flexible options

15 https://www.npmjs.com/package/react-calendar



- React query16: The front-end needs to request a lot of data from the back-end. React
Query allows to easily handle fetching, refetching, state handling, and functions
executions on success or errors. With react queries, there is no big logic required to
handle the back-end requests.

- React Router DOM17: The project is quite complex. To create multiple pages and render
the correct elements on each page React router dom is used. Depending on the URL
path different components are rendered. React router dom also allows for navigation to
different pages.

- Reactjs-popup18: On the dashboard, some pop-ups are used to let the user look at
something specific and possibly do an action. Reactjs-popup is used to create a popup
that is rendered when clicking on a certain element on the page.

In addition to the React libraries, we have used some external libraries for implementing core
features of the front-end system:

- Axios19: The front-end requires a connection to the back-end. Axios is used to easily
create a request with a few lines of code instead of writing a bunch of lines yourself to do
the request manually.

- Chart.js20: As a key feature of the front-end are the graphs displayed on the dashboard
page, and React itself does not offer any functionality highly focused on implementing
graphs, we needed a library that offers both the types of graphs that our client required,
as well as simplicity in manipulating the graphs according to aspects such as time and
category. Chart.js offered all the graphs we needed, as well as additional charts in case
the system wants to be improved upon in the future. Manipulation is consistent across
charts and relatively simple to implement. Another core feature is the attractive design of
the graphs, as the client needs to offer a dashboard look that customers will appreciate.
In addition, as the graphs should be scalable, and can in many cases end up handling
quite a lot of data, we needed to choose a library that offers high responsiveness,
something which chart.js has proved to provide.

- Formik21: An integral part of our system is how users interact with it, and especially how
they provide input. Input is provided in multiple aspects, such as registering, logging in,
and editing information, and in all these cases we needed the user to submit multiple
distinct input fields to be sent to the server. To simplify the implementation of these input
forms and easily allow for form fields to be verified and responded to in case of bad
input, we used Formik. Formik is built specifically for React, which makes the integration
with the rest of our system simple and efficient.

- Styled components22: Most of the components on the website require some styling.
Styled components allow you to create another component based on the component

22 https://styled-components.com/docs/basics
21 https://formik.org/
20 https://www.chartjs.org/
19 https://www.npmjs.com/package/axios
18 https://www.npmjs.com/package/reactjs-popup
17 https://reactrouter.com/
16 https://react-query.tanstack.com/



itself and apply some styling to it. The component itself does not need to be styled
anymore and the components can be easily styled on demand.



5.3 Back-end implementation

As NodeJS provides the core environment for the webserver, and npm offers a wide variety of
highly valuable libraries for development, there are multiple integral libraries we have used for
developing the system that is worth mentioning:

- Multer23: As an addition to Express for handling HTTP requests, we used the Multer
library for simplifying the ability to receive requests of type “multipart/form-data”. As
users can upload and edit logos, we have situations where requests that combine
images and text are sent to the server. Multer could be easily added as a middleware
layer for the relevant routes and took care of splitting the HTTP requests into files and
text, without us having to deal with such splitting ourselves. This was advantageous for
us, as it made it simple to receive both text and images and handle them separately
throughout the rest of the server layers.

- Moment.js24: As our system uses timestamps and date manipulation for many of its core
features, we found it valuable to have a simple and consistent way of dealing with such
tasks. By providing consistency in the way timestamps are stored throughout the system,
as well as being able to easily manipulate the timestamps according to certain desires,
such as adding or removing a specific amount of time or changing a timestamp to be the
start or end of a day, we reduced the number of complicated functions we had to write to
deal with timestamps. The consistency also made sure we did not have to double-check
and provide extra functions at each layer in the server, as we could trust that using the
Moment.js functions would provide the expected results.

- Validator.js25: As our system provides many functionalities where users provide input that
gets passed to the server, a key component of our system is checking whether the inputs
being passed conform to the specified formats that we have defined. Since the majority
of these input fields are strings, we decided to go with a string-validation library in order
to verify whether the inputs correspond to the desired formats. Validator.js made it simple
to verify certain aspects of strings, such as length and type of characters used. It also
has many built-in functions that are specifically made to check common types of format,
which in our case was very helpful. For example, it offers functions for verifying emails,
passwords, IBANs, postal codes, and MongoDB ObjectIDs, making the validation of
those fields simple to implement.

5.3.1 Design pattern
As a design pattern for the back-end of our application, we have used the
Repository-Service-Controller pattern. These three layers all have their own package inside the
source tree of the back-end, called, respectively, repositories, services, and controllers. The
three layers of the pattern are defined as follows:

25 https://www.npmjs.com/package/validator
24 https://momentjs.com/
23 https://expressjs.com/en/resources/middleware/multer.html



- The Repository layer takes care of all required interactions with the database. It specifies
simple to create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations for the given collections
and sometimes also contain aggregation pipelines26 for more complicated database
lookups. Every collection has its own Repository inside this repositories folder.

- The Service layer handles all the required validation and business logic before
forwarding the data towards the Repository layer. It ensures that the data coming from
the Controller is valid and that the integrity of the data inside the database is maintained.
A function inside the Service layer might use multiple Repository functions, for example
when a cascade delete is needed. As with the repositories, all collections also have their
own Service class. In addition to these, there is also one additional service: the
AuthenticationService. This service mostly interacts with the UserRepository class, but
since authentication can be seen as a separate part of the system, we have decided to
model the user and authentication functionalities separately.

- In the Controller layer, all routes which should be exposed as a REST API are defined.
Every Controller class has its own routing segment. For example, the
AuthenticationController is mapped to /api/auth, and is where all separate functionalities
related to authentication are defined. Besides defining the routes, it also extracts the
relevant data from the incoming HTTP request and parses it into the right formatting to
be used by the Service layer. It is also used in the outgoing direction, by receiving all the
data from the Service layer and catching any errors that were thrown, before returning
an HTTP response with the correct status code according to what was received from the
Service layer. Every Service class has its own Controller class with its own routing
segment in the API.
The Controller layer also takes care of the authentication and authorization requirements
of our application. Because almost every route needs either authentication and/or
authorization, we have defined middlewares27 in Express to generalize this functionality.
For example, the AuthenticationMiddleware checks if the proper authentication token
(Section 5.3.2) is given, retrieves the User object which belongs to it, and puts it inside
the Express request object so that the Controller layer can use it. Middlewares can be
easily applied to routes in the Controller and also give the programmer a clear view of
which requirements/permissions are needed for which routes.

We have chosen the Repository-Service-Controller pattern for our back-end because we are
convinced that it is the best structure to use for a REST API. Other design patterns like
Model-View-Controller (MVC)28 more relate to server-side front-end rendering, which is not
relevant for the back-end of our project because it does not have a "view" layer.

5.3.2 Authentication and authorization
The permissions rights of our application can be divided into four separate roles:

- Anonymous

28 https://www.geeksforgeeks.org/mvc-design-pattern/
27 https://expressjs.com/en/guide/using-middleware.html
26 https://www.mongodb.com/docs/manual/core/aggregation-pipeline/



- Free user
- Premium user
- Administrator user

The first role is a client visiting the website without being authenticated. A client can
authenticate themselves by providing a JSON Web Token (JWT)29 as a Bearer token in the
HTTP Authorization header30. This JWT contains the user ID and expiration date. An
anonymous user can retrieve such a token in two ways: either by logging in with the credentials
of an existing account or by creating a new account. The front-end stores this JWT in the local
storage so that it can be used for every other request towards the API. As mentioned in the
section about our design pattern, we use our AuthenticationMiddleware on every route that
requires the client to be authenticated.

By default, all authenticated clients have the rights of a free user. Some of the API calls however
are only meant for a premium user, such as the editing of an address (because a free user is
not required to provide an address). The AuthorizationMiddleware takes care of this: it has a
middleware function called isPremium which can verify if an authenticated user performing the
request is a premium user by looking at the isPremium field of the user document.

Finally, we have the administrator user role. The administrator of the system is allowed to do a
lot more interactions with the API, such as requesting a list of all users and assigning a Garby to
a user. The AuthorizationMiddleware also handles this: the function isAdmin checks if the
authenticated user is also an administrator user.

The usage of middleware to perform authentication and authorization is already justified in the
design pattern (Section 5.3.1) about Controllers.

5.4 Database implementation
We have used our database diagram in Figure 3.6.1 in order to design the database schema to
be used. We have defined these schemas in the models folder of our back-end project. As
described above, we have used Mongoose as a framework between our NodeJS environment
and the MongoDB database. Using Mongoose, we first made Schema31 objects which describe
the schema of a given collection by specifying the names and types of its properties. These
schemas match the classes as mentioned in our database diagram in Figure 3.6.1. Then, these
schemas can be used to define a Model32 of the collection which allows you to interact with the
collection in the database.

32 https://mongoosejs.com/docs/models.html
31 https://mongoosejs.com/docs/guide.html
30 https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc6750#section-2.1
29 https://jwt.io/introduction



5.5 Docker implementation
For our Docker containers we have used the Dockerize33 library which gave us some useful
functionality while setting up the testing environment. This library includes a command which
can be inserted inside a Dockerfile or Docker Compose configuration which will cause the
execution to be paused until a certain endpoint is reachable. This ensures that the integration
tests will not already start executing while not all containers to be tested are ready yet.

In the docker-compose.yml file at the root of the project, we have defined all necessary
containers to be set up as described in Section 4.3. It also defines the port which should be
made accessible to other containers and which dependencies certain containers have on each
other.

33 https://github.com/jwilder/dockerize



6. Testing
This section describes the tests we developed and executed. The tests are important because
they assure that the software is of a certain quality level and it stays at such a level throughout
the lifecycle of the software. They also prevent future additions to the system from changing the
behaviour of the system in unintended ways by being able to run the tests when developing new
features and make sure they all pass before implementing the new features in production.

For the formatting and structure of this chapter, we have used the IEEE standard for software
and System Test Documentation34 as a baseline. We have not included everything since it might
be a bit too detailed for this project, but we selected only the most relevant features.

6.1 Scope
Our system is a web application mainly separated into two distinct components, the front-end,
and the back-end. The front-end covers the user-facing website that users interact with, where
the main concern for testing covers the different ways the website can be interacted with,
including clicking, adjusting window size, accessing from different viewports or browsers, and
sending inputs. The back-end covers the three layers that our program is separated into: the
controller, the service, and the repository. The controller represents the API that the front-end
talks to, the service covers the business logic and safety checking of data being passed to the
functions available for interacting with the database, and the repository covers the actual
functions that interact with the database. The back-end testing concerns unit testing all the
available functions of each layer, as well as integration testing of the API to make sure the flow
between all layers operates correctly and only allows for legal interactions with the system.

6.2 Features tested
For the unit tests, we tested all methods of the files inside the repository and service layers.

For the integration tests, we tested the endpoints which are available through the REST API.

For the system tests, we all major user interactions with the front-end of the system.

6.3 Features not to be tested
Other than feedback from our client, we did not conduct any usability testing with a sample
group of potential users. We would have liked to perform usability testing, except it would cost
too much time to fit within the timeframe of this project. Since our client is not the end-user of
the system, we did not have any direct communication with the actual end-users of the system.

34 https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/4578383



Further, we did not perform fully automated front-end system testing, but we did perform this
manually. We made this decision also based on the fact that we had to do a lot within a given
timeframe and that it would maybe be difficult to also implement fully automated front-end
system testing. None of us had any real experience with using such front-end testing
frameworks, so we thought it would be too complicated to learn as well within the small time
frame of 10 weeks. As a result, the potential addition of automated front-end testing was set to
the lowest priority, and while doing the project we found we did not have enough time to
implement it.

6.4 Approach
Our unit tests cover two of the three back-end layers we have in our application design: the
repository and service layers. Since the layers are built on top of each other, our approach was
to mock the layer underneath the layer that is being tested to make sure that the layer that is
being tested is functioning as expected. For the lowest layer in our application, the repository
layer, we decided to mock the Mongoose functionality such that it did not have to interact with
our actual database.

Test folder Tested layer Mocked layer

/tests/repositories Repository Mongoose

/tests/services Service Repository

Table 6.4.1: A grid overview of our unit tests

We were able to mock the layer below the tested layer by using SinonJS35. SinonJS is a
JavaScript mocking library which easily allows us to define certain behaviours of the mocked
functions.

Our integration tests have been placed in a separate folder inside the testing folder. These
integration tests are executed from a separate Docker container to maintain isolation between
the testing runtime and the actual server runtime from the back-end application as described in
Section 4.3. In order to execute the integration tests, we have used Chai-HTTP36. This allowed
for easy HTTP request building and asserting the corresponding responses.

6.5 Pass/fail criteria
The unit and integration tests should all pass to ensure our software is working correctly and as
expected. This helps to ensure that updates to the software in the future will not break other
parts of the system. If a unit test fails, we need to investigate if either the test needs to be
adjusted because the expectancies have changed, or the implementation needs to be updated
because an actual undesired side effect has occurred during an update.

36 https://www.chaijs.com/plugins/chai-http/
35 https://sinonjs.org/



Before creating a new release, all system tests should also pass to ensure the front-end quality
of the software. A system test can be marked as failed if it does not meet some of the described
expectations of the front-end or if some of the described interactions do not work anymore. For
a failed test, the same thing as unit and integration tests applies as described above: determine
if either the system test or the implementation needs to be adjusted.

6.6 Code coverage
To ensure our unit tests cover a significant part of our application, we are going to use code
coverage reports to give more quantitative insights into the code which is being covered by our
unit tests. We aim to have at least 90% of code coverage for the unit tests in the server package
in our repository. For the integration tests, we allow a lower code coverage since some edge
cases in the lower layers of the application cannot be triggered from the controller directly
because of other validation in a higher layer.

To measure our code coverage, we used an NPM package called istanbul.js37.

6.7 Test deliverables
For our unit tests and integration tests, we have a code coverage report that is generated by the
framework we are using that informs how much of the code is covered by the unit tests. This
report can be found in Appendix D.

Our system tests are described in Appendix C and explains all the core user interaction paths
for our system, such that they can be reproduced at any time to check if everything works
correctly.

6.8 Test management
We implemented the server-side using test-driven development, meaning all the unit tests for
the different layers of the server have been written before or while implementing the functions
themselves. Hence, once the server was fully implemented, all the unit tests were already
finished and the code coverage should have already matched our expected level of coverage.

Once the server was fully implemented, we created integration tests for the server.

Lastly, since the system tests depend on the correct functioning of all server aspects as well as
a definite overview of the available functionalities and how to access them, these were
described after the system was fully implemented.

37 https://istanbul.js.org/



6.9 System tests

For system testing we used manual testing. We would have liked to automate the system testing
but due to time constraints, this could not be done. All the system tests that we have done
manually are described in Appendix C. The requirement to pass, the expected behaviour of the
system, and the test result are described for each test. All of these tests passed.

6.10 Test results
The result of the tests can be found in the various appendices below. We already covered
Appendix C, containing the system tests, in the previous section.

In Appendix D you can find the test coverage report. We strived for 90% line coverage and that
has been achieved. We did not manage to get 100% code coverage for the following reasons:

- We didn’t test the sendPasswordResetEmail.js, because it was difficult to mock the
sending of a password reset email. It didn’t really have any logic so it is justified that this
class is not unit tested entirely.

- The getWasteData function in the UserRepository is not tested because it contains an
aggregate lookup in the database, which is not really mockable. This means that
mocking the interaction with the database would not really be useful, and hence we
decided to not include this function with the unit tests.

In Appendix E you will find 2 figures with the output of the tests. As you can see, all the 154 unit
tests passed and all the 18 integration tests also passed. During development, new tests should
be written for new functionality and upon every release all old tests should be executed in order
to ensure the stability of the application.



7. Conclusion
To conclude, we in general feel that we have created a fully functional product, which in our
case is a full-stack web application, that met the majority of requirements set out in the
beginning. We are especially content with the full-stack aspect, as in we implemented all
aspects of the application ourselves with no integration with the current systems of the client, as
well as the general quality and complexity of our system. Also, knowing that almost every
aspect of the system stems from decisions we made ourselves, including both technical tools
and aspects as well as design choices, we can look at this project as highly successful and a
great learning experience both for us individually and as a team.

7.1 Requirements
At the start of the project we set up the requirements with the client. As our client hadn’t fully
thought of the needs of the system they wanted beforehand, we had to come up with the
specifics ourselves based on our understanding of what is desired from the system, and then
cooperate with the client to make sure the requirements correspond to their needs and wants.
As is the standard in software requirements specification, we split our requirements into
functional, non-functional, and system requirements, with the functional and non-functional
requirements being split into “musts”, “shoulds” and “coulds”. The requirements can be found in
section 2.

Firstly, all system requirements were met. Regarding the functional requirements, we met all the
“must” requirements, which constitutes the minimum viable product for our system. We also met
all the “should” requirements except for one, which was “An administrator should be able to
reset the password for a user”. As we understood while working on the project more and more
regarding what is needed on the administrator page, we did not fully have time to implement this
feature. Still, as the reset password functionality already exists for users, adding this
functionality in the future won’t be difficult. Lastly, we met one of the two “could” requirements,
with the one we didn’t meet being the ability to register and log in to the system using third-party
SSO (single sign-on). This was from the beginning the least prioritised functional requirement,
as the client did not have any real need for this and it is a functionality that is quite separate
from most other aspects of the system.

The non-functional requirements are a bit less tangible than the functional ones, as many of
them depend on design choices made. Still, we can for the most part evaluate whether we met
the different requirements or not. Firstly, the “must” requirements cover the ability to have
multiple Garbys in the system and the responsiveness of the system for desktop size screens.
We can definitely confirm that both these have been met. Regarding the “should” requirements,
we can mainly split them into three categories. The first two cover uptime and regular refreshing
of waste data, and although the regular refreshing requirement has been met, it is difficult to say
anything regarding the uptime of the system, as it has not been deployed in production yet.
However, we are confident that with a sufficient server there should not occur any problems of
keeping the system running that would stem from the system we have created. Then there is a



“should” requirement that concerns the separation of manual and automatic waste data. This
requirement was met, as we made sure to separate the two types of data in the database, as
well as giving them different schema structures. The remainder of the “should” requirements
cover design aspects of the system, and although it is difficult to state whether they have been
met or not, we can in our case look to the recurring feedback from our client and the updating of
design choices to conform to the client’s desires as confirmation that we met the requirements.
In the end, we only made design choices that the client was satisfied with, and seeing as some
of the design choices had multiple iterations before the client was satisfied, stating that we met
the requirements appears fair. Lastly, there are also two ‘could’ requirements, which constitutes
responsiveness for mobile devices, in both portrait mode and landscape mode. Although we did
manage to meet the requirement for portrait mode, we did not have the time to meet the one for
landscape mode. Still, we knew from the beginning that prioritising this requirement would only
happen if we happened to have lots of extra time to spend on polishing the system, something
we did not end up having.

7.2 Future of the product
As we won’t be working on the product after completing this project, the client will have to deal
with maintenance of the system themselves. For now, it is most likely okay to leave the system
as it is and simply have an administrator that can interact with the system, however for the
future, either if some problem appears or if the client wants to extend the system to include
additional functionalities, they will need a developer who can do this for them. Right now, as far
as we are aware, the client is not fully prepared for the technical knowledge required to fully
understand the system and hence have the possibility to expand on it. Hence, they will likely
need to hire a developer if they want to have complete control over the system and its technical
aspects. One of the key details is that since the client does not have many current customers,
they are not currently aware of what features customers might want on the dashboard. Hence, if
the client starts getting more customers, it is likely that customers will start asking for new
features and functionalities to be implemented. If the client does not have a developer who
understands the code and can expand on the system, this will likely become a less than ideal
situation for the client. On our part though, we feel that we have left a system with the client that
is completely understandable and thoroughly documented and explained for any future
developer to take over control of the system. We have thorough comments throughout the code,
a manual that covers the key functionalities a user is able to do and how to do them, as well as
a developer’s manual that explains how to set up the system. Hence, there should not be any
existing barriers for a developer to be able to fully understand the system.



8. Evaluation

8.1 Client meetings and communication
The client meetings were held every Wednesday afternoon. In the early meetings, we talked
about what was expected from the system such that we could set up the requirements and
create a clear plan for what we were to implement. After we created our initial design ideas for
the system, we showed those to the client during these meetings to get feedback on the layout,
as well as other design choices we made. For the rest of the meetings we talked about our
progress on the project and showed the client the current system as well as explained what we
were currently working on implementing. Overall, these meetings were mostly us showing what
we had done and were doing, but also received feedback in case the client desired something
different than what we had implemented or planned to implement.

As the project progressed, some meetings consisted of the client desiring new requirements to
be added to the project. Some of these were simple requirements that we were able to add to
the product (a light theme, for example). However, some requirements required a complete
redesign of the system and we told our client that these requirements were not possible in the
time span of the project. Although we were able to implement quite a few extra features the
client asked for, some were simply too much for us to be able to implement. Also, it became
quite clear to us that the client did not have enough technical understanding to truly understand
what effect the extra requirements would have on our implementation, something which at times
was a bit frustrating. Still, we made sure that we told the client when something was too far out
of the scope of our project, and hence, we didn’t end up having any significant problems relating
to this aspect.

8.2 Supervisor meetings and communication
The supervisor meetings were held every Wednesday morning. Since this was a few hours
before the client meeting it allowed us to improve on the advice the supervisor gave us before
we met with the client. It also provided us with a consistent time schedule for when we
eventually showed progress on the project, which was convenient for us as sometimes showing
the project requires extra focus on the external appearance rather than what we feel is most
important for the project itself. For example, it might not be a problem for us to develop while a
core feature still contains a bug that breaks the front-end, but this is not ideal for showing the
project to an external viewer. Hence, having meetings with the supervisor and client the same
day allowed us to only have to focus on having the project optimised for external viewing once a
week.
Overall, we are very satisfied with the way we interacted with our supervisor. We felt that the
vast majority of decision-making was left to us, and once with had some specific questions that
the supervisor could provide answers to, we always got a clear answer that helped us.



8.3 Teamwork
Most of the time we worked together online with the help of Microsoft Teams. The reason this
was done was that not all of us live in the vicinity of Enschede, in addition to one of our team
members going abroad back to their home country for a few weeks. We decided that working
together in an online setting would be better. This did make for worse communication at times
though, since not everyone was always working at the same time. Also, sometimes people were
absent and we did not know what everyone was working on. Some group members spoke out
against other individuals and together we improved on our communication. In the end, we
worked quite well together, and are all very satisfied with the product we created.

8.4 Task divisions
The project started with the design phase. We started working collaboratively on design tasks as
well as interviewing the client to understand and create the requirements. We then continued
designing the system together, creating both the initial ideas for our system architecture and the
UML diagrams we used for modelling our system. David also drew the lo-fi design at this time,
while seated together and coming up with ideas.
From this point on we split up the work. David worked on the hi-fi prototype in Figma, Sri and
Feije started implementing the React application, and Jelle and Halvor defined the structure of
the back-end and started implementing it.
At this point, we divided the work between the front-end and back-end. Jelle and Halvor created
the complete back-end while Feije, David, and Sri created the static front-end. At some point,
the back-end was finished for the most part. At this point, Jelle and Halvor started to work a bit
on the front-end as well to get the front-end to work with the back-end for the minimal viable
product.
When the minimal viable product was finished, Jelle and Halvor returned to the back end,
finishing testing and making changes according to updated front-end features, while David,
Feije, and Sri were still working on completing and adding functionality to the front-end. Jelle
also did all the work relating to Docker implementation. In the end, we can conclude that
everybody contributed fairly to the project. There was no need for red or green cards.

8.5 Peer reviews
During the project a few peer reviews were held with other project groups. These reviews
allowed peers to give feedback on each other. For the most part, not much was gained from the
peer reviews and feedback we got. In the beginning especially, some noteworthy points came
up that we ended up implementing, but as the project progressed, little noteworthy ideas came
up during these meetings.

8.6 Final product
We are very proud of the final product that we created. It took quite a bit of effort, but in the end,
we can look back at our hard work and see that we ended up creating a great product. We are



very satisfied with multiple aspects of the final product, including the design of our front-end, the
amount of features we implemented, and the fact that we created a full stack web application
covering every aspect of the application ourselves. We are also quite satisfied with the vast
majority of everything we implemented stemming from our own decisions, with very little
limitations to the freedom of our development process and product. Although the final product is
something we are satisfied with, we did not meet every requirement we initially created, and
although we knew from the beginning that some of them were unlikely to be implemented
because of time constraints, they are still worth mentioning.
First of all, we had a requirement for creating the functionality of third-party SSO registration and
login. This requirement has not been met and would likely be a valuable feature to be added to
a future version of the product.
Secondly, we had an idea of being able to add a bulk amount of manual data. This idea was
based on the fact that in the current system, adding manual waste data can not easily be done
for much data at a time. It requires the selection of a specific date, and to interact for each
category data should be added for. As a result, having a bulk input field that would take a
CSV-style format would allow data for many dates and categories to be added at once. We
didn’t have time to implement this, but it was also not a requirement specified by the client, so
overall it is okay that we did not implement this. Still, it is a useful feature that would likely be
valuable for a future version of the product.
Lastly, halfway through the project, the client informed us that the waste recognition system in
the Garbys had been improved such that subcategories could be added to waste data. This
information however, came very late in the project and would not be a valuable implementation
unless many core parts of the system would be re-written. As a result, we did not implement
this, but seeing as the Garbys now have that ability, this also something a future version of the
system could implement. It would however, likely require quite a bit of work to be implemented,
and if this was known before the project started, is something we most likely would have
implemented.



Appendices

Appendix A: Glossary
- Portrait mode: A screen rotated in such a way that the width is smaller than the height.
- Landscape mode: A screen rotated in such a way that the height is smaller than the width.
- SSO: Single sign-on. This allows a user to log into a system using a third-party account, such
as Facebook or Google.
- CSV files: CSV stands for comma-separated values. It is a common file format to send
tabular-like data (for example Excel files)



Appendix B: API documentation

POST /api/auth/login

Log in to the system and return a JWT upon valid authentication.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”

Parameters None

Body { “email”: string, “password”: string }

Responses

200 { “jwt”: string }

401 If the credentials posted are invalid



POST /api/auth/registerPremium

Creates a new Premium account and returns a JWT for the new user
when it succeeded

Headers “Content-type”: “multipart/form-data”

Parameters None

Body { “data”:
{ “desiredDevices”: number, “email”: string,
“password”: string, “firstName”: string,
“lastName”: string, “birthDate”: string,
“signupOrigin”: string, “companyName”: string,
“kvkNumber”: number,
“paymentInformation”:

{ “iban”: string, “bicFull”: string },
“address”:

{ “street”: string, “houseNumber”: number,
“postalCode”: string, “city”: string,
“state”: string, “country”: string }

},
“logo”: file }

Responses

201 { “jwt”: string }

400 If the account information or format is not valid



POST /api/auth/registerFree

Creates a new free user and returns a JWT when signing up
successfully.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”

Parameters None

Body { “email”: string, “password”: string,
“firstName”: string, “lastName”: string,
“birthDate”: string, “signupOrigin”: string }

Responses

201 { “jwt”: string }

400 If the account information or format is not valid



POST /api/auth/requestPasswordReset

Sends a password reset link to an email address if an account
exists for that email address

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”

Parameters None

Body { “email”: string }

Responses

204 {}

400 If no account with the specified email address exists

POST /api/auth/resetPassword

Changes an account’s password when a reset password link is used

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”

Parameters None

Body { “token”: string, “newPassword”: string }

Responses

204 {}

400 If token or new password is invalid



POST /api/auth/changePassword

Changes the password of the current user. Requires the user to
be logged in.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “oldPassword”: string, “newPassword”: string }

Responses

204

401 When the given JWT is invalid.

GET /api/auth/me

Lets a user get their own account information. Requires the user
to be logged in

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body None

Responses

200 Returns the user object containing account information

401 When the given JWT is invalid



GET /api/users

Gets a list of all users registered. Admin permissions are
required in order to access this endpoint.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”.
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body None

Responses

200 A list of all users

401 When an invalid JWT is given.

403 When the user is not an admin user



GET /api/users/:userId

Requests the information of one specific user. Admin permissions
are required if you try to access another user than your own.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body None

Responses

200 The user if it exists

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 If you tried to access another user than your own but
you are not an admin

404 When the given user does not exist



GET /api/:userId/wasteData

Gets the waste data of a user according to specified parameters

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters “from”: The ISO format date to get data from.
“until”: The ISO format date to get data until.
“garbys”: The comma-separated list of Garby Mongo
IDs to get data for.
“includeManual”: “true” or “false” depending on
whether to include manual waste data or not.
“timezone”: The location-based timezone of the
user, to get data according to their local time.

Body None

Responses

200 The from and until date, and an object containing the
waste amounts per category per date. Only sends data
that exists, meaning dates with no data are not part of
the response.
Example response:
{ “formattedFrom”: “17-04-2022”,

“formattedUntil”: “21-04-2022”,
“17-04-2022”: { “paper”: 4, “plastic”: 3},
“19-04-2022”: { “organic”: 3, “pmd”: 7}

}

400 If format of request is invalid



POST /api/users/:userId/upgrade

Upgrades the account for the given user. A regular user can only
do this for themselves, and an admin user can do this for
anyone.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “data”:
{ “desiredDevices”: number,
“companyName”: string,
“kvkNumber”: number,
“paymentInformation”:

{ “iban”: string, “bicFull”: string },
“address”:

{ “street”: string, “houseNumber”:
number, “postalCode”: string, “city”:
string, “state”: string, “country”:
string }

},
“logo”: file }

Responses

200 If the user has been upgraded successfully, with the
new user returned as a response

400 When some wrong data has been entered in the body.

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When trying to upgrade a user which is not you while
you are not an admin



PUT /api/users/:userId/editAddress

Modifies the address of a user. A user can only edit his own
address if he is not an admin user.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “address”:
{ “street”: string,
“houseNumber”: number,
“postalCode”: string,
“city”: string,
“state”: string,
“country”: string }

}

Responses

200 Returns the updated user

400 When some wrong data has been entered in the body.

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When trying to edit the address of another user while
you are not an admin



PUT /api/users/:userId/editLogo

Edits the company logo of a user. Requires the user to be a
premium user. Admins can edit the logo of any user.

Headers “Content-type”: “multipart/form-data”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “logo”: file }

Responses

200 Returns the updated user with the new logo.

400 When the logo has an incorrect file extension or is too
big in file size, or when another error occurred.

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When trying to edit the logo of another user while you
are not an admin, or trying to edit your own logo as a
free user.



PUT /api/users/:userId/addGarby

Adds a new garby to a user. Can only be performed by admin
users.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “garbys”: [
{ “garbyId”: string,
“displayName”: string }

]}

Responses

204 When the garby has been added successfully

400 When the garbyId or display name is invalid.

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When you are not an admin user



PUT /api/users/:userId/removeGarby

Removes an existing garby of a user. Can only be performed by
admin users.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “garbys”: [string]} //A list of garby ObjectIds

Responses

204 When the garby has been removed successfully

400 When one of the given Mongo ObjectIds is invalid

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When you are not an admin user

PUT /api/users/:userId/editGarbyName

Edit the display name of a Garby

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body { “garbyId”: string, “newDisplayName”: string }

Responses



204 {}

400 If format of request or new display name is invalid, or
if the specified Garby does not exist

401 If the given JWT is invalid

PUT /api/users/:userId/deleteUser

Deletes a user from the database. Can only be executed by
admins.

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body None

Responses

204 If the user has been deleted successfully

400 When something has gone wrong while trying to delete
the user.

401 If the given JWT is invalid

403 When you are not an admin user



POST /api/manualWasteEntries

Adds a new manual waste entry to a user

Headers “Content-type”: “application/json”
“Authorization”: “Bearer {JWT}”

Parameters None

Body Only “timestamp” is obligatory, while the different
types are all valid, but optional.

{
“timestamp”: string,
“organic”: number,
“paper”: number,
“plastic”: number,
“pmd”: number,
“rest”: number

}

Responses

201 Returns the new totals for the changed types of the day
of the given timestamp in the request.
Example:
{ “organic”: 34, “paper”: 23 }

400 If something has gone wrong while trying to add manual
data

401 If the given JWT is invalid



Appendix C: System test reports

Registering free account

Requirement: A user must be able to register a new basic PLAEX account

Expected behaviour: When entering all the information for a free user correctly, we expect a
new account to be created and the user to be signed in automatically.
Our testing starts from the login page while being signed out.

Testing result: 1) Click on the "Don't have an account? Register here"-button on
the front page

2) Click on the "Register for Free account"-button
3) Fill in the first name, last name, email, password, confirm

password, date of birth, and signup origin.
4) Click "Register for free account"
5) User should now be signed in automatically and redirected to

the dashboard page

Register premium account

Requirement: A user must be able to register a new premium PLAEX account

Expected behaviour: When entering all the information for a premium user correctly, we
expect a new account to be created and the user to be signed in
automatically. Our testing starts from the login page while being
signed out.

Testing result: 1) Click on the "Don't have an account? Register here"-button on
the front page

2) Click on the "Register for Premium account"-button
3) Fill in the first name, last name, email, password, confirm

password, date of birth, and signup origin.
4) Click on the “Next”-button
5) Fill in the number of desired devices, street name, house no,

additional house information (optional), city, province, postal
code, country, company name, KvK number, company
logo(optional), payment information type, IBAN or BIC code
with account number

6) Click "Register" button
7) User should now be signed in automatically and redirected to

the dashboard page



Upgrade user

Requirement: A user must be able to upgrade from a basic account to a premium
account

Expected behaviour: When entering all the information for a premium user correctly, we
expect the free account to be upgraded to a premium account. Our
testing starts from the dashboard when the user is logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click on the upgrade button on the navigation bar or go to the
account page and click Upgrade

2) Click on the “Upgrade to Premium User” button
3) Fill in the number of desired devices, street name, house no,

additional house information (optional), city, province, postal
code, country, company name, KvK number, company
logo(optional), payment information type, IBAN or BIC code
with account number

4) Click the “Upgrade” button.
5) User should now be upgraded to a premium account and

redirected to the dashboard page.

Forgot password

Requirement: A user should be able to ask for a password reset if they have
forgotten their password

Expected behaviour: When entering the correct email address of the user, we expect the
user to receive an email containing a link to reset the password. Our
testing starts from the login page when the user is signed out.

Testing result: 1) Click on the “Forgot Password?” button.
2) Enter the email address of the user
3) Click on the link which is inside the email sent to the above

entered email address.
4) Enter the new password.
5) Enter the same password for confirmation.
6) Click the “Reset password” button
7) User’s password should have changed and the user is now

redirected to the login page.



Reset Password

Requirement: A user should be able to reset their password

Expected behaviour: When entering the correct current password and the new password,
the user’s password should be reset. Our testing starts from the
account page when the user is logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click on the “Reset Password” button.
2) Enter the current password, the new password, and the same

password under “Repeat new password”.
3) Click on the “Change Password” button.
4) The password should have changed and the popup should be

closed.

Edit Garby name

Requirement: A user could have the ability to add a display name for a Garby

Expected behaviour: When entering the new name for the existing Garby, the name of the
Garby should change successfully. Our testing starts from the manage
page when the premium user is logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click on the “edit” pencil icon beside the Garby name.
2) Enter the new name for the Garby.
3) Click the tick icon beside the input.
4) The name of the Garby should change and a success alert

should be visible.



Add Manual data

Requirement: A user must be able to manually add waste data to the dashboard.
A user must be able to manually edit existing waste data on the
dashboard

Expected behaviour: When adding or removing waste data for a particular date, the edits
should be successfully shown on the dashboard (with the manual data
filter turned on). Our testing starts from the manage page when the
user is logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click a date on the calendar.
2) Click on the ‘+’ or ‘-’ button to change the waste data by an

amount of 1.
3) Enter a number in the input field and click the “Remove” or

“Add” button to change the waste data by that amount.
4) The waste data should successfully be edited and the user can

see the updated data.

Change date range

Requirement: A user should be able to customise how the waste data on the
dashboard is displayed (Specific dates and Ranges of dates)

Expected behaviour: When changing the date range or picking a custom date range from
the calendar, the dashboard charts should change and show accurate
data. Our testing starts from the dashboard page when the user is
logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click on one of the available date ranges - Today, Last Week
or Last Month - at the bottom of the page.

2) The dashboard charts should automatically update to show the
waste data for the selected date range.

3) Click on the Left input of the date range picker to select the
“from” date.

4) Click on the right input of the date range picker to select the
“to” date.

5) The dashboard charts should automatically update to show the
waste data from those custom date ranges.



Filter Garbys and manual data

Requirement: A user should be able to customise how the waste data on the
dashboard is displayed (Garbys and manual data)

Expected behaviour: When changing the filters of the dashboard page, the dashboard
charts should show the filtered data successfully. Our testing starts
from the dashboard page when the user is logged in.

Testing result: 1) Click on the “Filter data” button at the bottom of the page.
2) Click on the eye icon under change visible Garbys data to view

data from only a select few Garbys and then click on the
“Save” button.

3) The dashboard charts should only display waste data
according to the filtering.

4) Click on the “Filter data” button at the bottom of the page.
5) Click on the eye icon beside “display manual data” to show or

hide data that was manually edited and then click on the
“Save” button.

6) The dashboard charts should only display waste data
according to the filtering.

Edit logo

Requirement: A user should be able to edit their logo

Expected behaviour: When logged in as a premium user a user can navigate to the account
page. Here the user can click the edit logo button to edit their logo

Testing result: 1) (If not on the account page, click the account button at the top
right of the page)

2) Click “edit logo”
3) A popup shows up where you can upload a logo. Click “choose

file”
4) Choose a .png, .jpg or .svg file from your file system
5) Click “Apply”
6) The popup closes and the logo is updated



Change password

Requirement: A user should be able to change their password

Expected behaviour: When logged in the user can navigate to the account page. Here the
user can click change password and fill in their old and new password
to change their password

Testing result: 1) (If not on the account page, click the account button at the top
right of the page)

2) Click “change password”
3) A popup shows up where you have to fill in your old password,

new password, and confirm the new password
4) Click “change password”
5) If the old password is correct and the new password fields

correspond, the password is changed
6) If there is an error the error is shown and the user can try

again.

Edit address

Requirement: A user should be able to edit their address

Expected behaviour: When logged in the user can navigate to the account page. Here the
user can click the edit button near the address information to edit their
address

Testing result: 1) (If not on the account page, click the account button at the top
right of the page)

2) At the top right of the account information is an “Edit” button,
click it.

3) A popup shows up where you can fill in your new address
4) Click submit
5) If your address is filled in correctly the popup closes and the

address is changed
6) If your address has an error it shows that an error has

happened and you can try again.



Log out

Requirement: A user should be able to log out

Expected behaviour: When logged in the user can navigate to the account page. Here the
user can click the logout button

Testing result: 1) (If not on the account page, click the account button at the top
right of the page)

2) In your account information is a “Log out” button. Click the
button to log out

3) You should be logged out

Admin read user

Requirement: An administrator must be able to read user accounts

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator, the user should see all the users
in the system listed. They can click on each user to list more
information about the user

Testing result: 1) (If not on the users page, click on the users button at the right
top of the page)

2) All the users in the system should be visible in a list
3) Click a “view” button in the row of the user to be viewed.
4) The administrator now sees all the information of the user

Admin update user

Requirement: An administrator must be able to update user accounts

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator he should see all the users listed.
He can click on each user to list more information about the user. Here
the administrator can edit the information of the user

Testing result: 1) (If not on the users page, click on the users button at the right
top of the page)

2) All the users should be visible in a list
3) Click a “view” button in the row of the user you want to view.
4) An edit button should appear on the left card, click it
5) A popup appears where the administrator can update the

information of the user.
6) If the information filled in is correct, you click apply.
7) You can close the popup and see that the information is

updated



Admin delete user

Requirement: An administrator must be able to update user accounts

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator he should see all the users listed.
He can delete any of these users

Testing result: 1) (If not on the users page, click on the users button at the right
top of the page)

2) All the users should be visible in a list
3) Click a “delete” button in the row of the user to be deleted
4) A confirmation popup will appear where the administrator has

to confirm that they want to delete the user. Click “remove user”
5) The user list will reload and the user will no longer be in the list,

meaning the user has been deleted from the system

Admin add Garby

Requirement: An administrator must be able to add a Garby to a user

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator he should see all the users listed.
He can click on each user to list more information about the user
including the list with Garbys. Here the administrator should be able to
add Garbys to the user

Testing result: 1) (If not on the users page, click on the users button at the right
top of the page)

2) All the users should be visible in a list
3) Click a “view” button in the row of the user you want to view.
4) On the right the Garbys owned by the user are listed. Click

“Click here to add Garbys”
5) Fill in the identifier of the Garby
6) If you want to add another Garby, click “Add another Garby”

and do step 5 again.
7) If you want to add the Garby(s), click “Submit”
8) The new Garbys should be added to the list



Admin delete Garby 1

Requirement: An administrator must be able to delete a Garby from a user

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator he should see all the users listed.
He can click on each user to list more information about the user
including the list with Garbys. Here, the administrator should be able to
delete Garbys from the user

Testing result: 1) (If not on the users page, click on the users button at the right
top of the page)

2) All the users should be visible in a list
3) Click a “View” button in the row of the user you want to view.
4) On the right, the Garbys owned by the user are listed. Click the

trash icon on one of the Garbys.
5) A popup shows that asks for confirmation. Click “Remove

Garby”.
6) The Garby is removed from the list

Admin delete Garby 2

Requirement: An administrator must be able to delete a Garby from a user

Expected behaviour: When logged in as an administrator he should see all the Garbys in
the system listed. The administrator can remove a Garby here

Testing result: 1) (If not on the Garbys page, click on the Garbys button at the
right top of the page)

2) All the Garbys in the system should be visible in a list
3) Click the “Delete” button in the row of the Garby you want to

delete.
4) A popup shows that asks for confirmation. Click “Remove

Garby”.
5) The Garby is removed from the list



Appendix D: Test coverage

File % Stmts % Branch % Funcs
%
Lines

Uncovered
Line #s

All files 90.87 85.51 93.33 91.01

models 100 100 100 100

ManualWasteEntryModel.js 100 100 100 100

UserModel.js 100 100 100 100

WasteEntryModel.js 100 100 100 100

repositories 92.59 95.83 91.3 93.75

ManualWasteEntryRepository.js 100 100 100 100

UserRepository.js 92.3 95.45 88.23 93.75 287-483

WasteEntryRepository.js 88.88 100 100 88.88 25

services 90.39 86.02 93.33 90.33

AuthenticationService.js 98.24 94.44 100 98.24 65

ManualWasteEntryService.js 97.87 94.73 100 97.87 51

UserService.js 85.78 83.14 91.17 85.64 540,735-811

WasteEntryService.js 100 100 100 100

utils 80 66.66 87.5 80

ValidationError.js 100 100 100 100

checkAllowedFields.js 87.5 80 100 87.5 18,29

checkMissingFields.js 87.5 80 100 87.5 17,29

sendPasswordResetEmail.js 37.5 0 0 37.5 9-37

Figure D.1: The code coverage output of IstanbulJS as a table



Figure D.2: A screenshot from the terminal output of IstanbulJS



Appendix E: Test results

ManualWasteEntryRepository
addManualWasteEntry()
✔ Create new manual waste entry
getTotal()
✔ Get total of a certain waste entry of a user
✔ Get total of unknown user

UserRepository
createUser()
✔ Create a new free user
createPremiumAccount()
✔ Create a new premium account
findOne()
✔ Find one user by user ID
✔ Find non-existing user by user ID
findOnebyEmail()
✔ Find one user by email
✔ Find non-existing user by email
findOnebyResetPasswordToken()
✔ Find one user by password reset token
✔ Find non-existing user by password reset token
findAll()
✔ Found all users - length matches
✔ All users exist - User object matches
✔ Found First 5 Users
updateUser()
Update a free user
✔ Call with user object
✔ Call with non-existing user object
Update a premium user
✔ Call with user object
✔ Call with non-existing user object

emailExists()
✔ Check if e-mail exists
verifyPassword()
✔ Check if password is correct (152ms)
✔ Check password for unkown user (52ms)
deleteUser()
Deletes a user
✔ Call with existing user object
✔ Call with non-existing user object

addGarby()
✔ Add a valid garby list
✔ Add an invalid garby list
✔ Add a garby to invalid user
removeGarby()



✔ Add a valid garby list
✔ Add an invalid garby list
editGarbyDisplayName
✔ Edit existing garby with valid name
✔ Edit existing garby with invalid name

WasteEntryRepository
AddWasteEntry()
✔ Add a waste entry
getAllWaste()
✔ Getting all the waste of a single garby
✔ Getting all the waste of a time interval
✔ Getting all the waste of a single type

AuthenticationService
login()
✔ Login using correct credentials (55ms)
✔ Login using wrong credentials
changePassword()
✔ Change password using correct password (54ms)
✔ Change password using incorrect password
✔ Change password with weak new password
me()
✔ Request the information of the currently logged in user
✔ Request using an expired token
requestPasswordReset()
✔ Request password reset for existing user
✔ Request password reset for unknown user
resetPassword()
✔ Reset password using password reset token (52ms)
✔ Reset password using password reset token with weak password
✔ Reset password using invalid token
✔ Reset password using expired token

ManualWasteEntryService
addManualWasteEntry()
✔ Add entry with good data
✔ Add entry with bad data
✔ Add entry with illegal amount

UserService
createUser()
✔ Create free user (57ms)
✔ Create free user with bad data (51ms)
✔ Create premium user (55ms)
✔ Create premium user with bad data (52ms)
✔ Create user with insufficient amount of fields
✔ Create user with too many fields (51ms)
✔ Create user with existing email (52ms)
getUser()



✔ Get an existing free user
✔ Get an existing premium user
✔ Get an non-existing user
✔ Get user with an invalid id
getAllUsers()
✔ Get a single page
✔ Get a page with invalid arguments
updateUser()
✔ Update free user
✔ Update premium user
✔ Update non-existing user
✔ Update free user with bad data
✔ Update premium user with bad data
✔ Update non-existing field
updateAddress()
✔ Update the address of a user
✔ Try to update without id
✔ Try to update with invalid address
upgradeUser()
✔ Upgrade a user
✔ Upgrade a non-existent user
✔ Upgrade a user with invalid information
addGarby()
✔ Add a garby
✔ Add a garby to a non existing user
✔ Add a garby using an invalid user ID
✔ Add an invalid garby
✔ Add an existing garby
removeGarby()
✔ Remove a garby
✔ Remove a garby from a non-existent user
✔ Remove a garby using an invalid user ID
✔ Remove a garby using an invalid garby id
✔ Remove a garby which doesn't belong to user
editGarbyDisplayName()
✔ Edit the display name of a garby
✔ Edit the display name of a garby using an invalid user ID
✔ Edit the display name of a garby using an invalid garby ID
✔ Edit the display name of a garby using an invalid new name
deleteUser()
✔ Delete a user
✔ Delete an non-existing user
checkEmail()
✔ Use valid email
✔ Use invalid email
checkStrongPassword()
✔ Enter good password
✔ Enter short password
✔ Enter password with no number
✔ Enter password with no capital letter



✔ Enter non-string password
checkFirstName()
✔ Enter good first name
✔ Enter first name with numbers
✔ Enter non-string first name
✔ Enter one-letter first name
checkLastName()
✔ Enter good last name
✔ Enter last name with numbers
✔ Enter non-string last name
✔ Enter one-letter last name
checkCheckBirthDate()
✔ Enter valid birthdate
✔ Enter invalid type
✔ Enter date in the future
✔ Enter date earlier than 1850
checkSignupOrigin()
✔ Enter good signup origin
✔ Enter non-string signup origin
✔ Enter too long signup origin
✔ Enter signup origin with illegal characters
checkCompanyName
✔ Enter valid company name
✔ Enter invalid company name with invalid characters
✔ Enter invalid company name with less than two characters
✔ Enter company name with more than 60 characters
✔ Enter invalid type
checkKvkNumber()
✔ Enter valid kvk number
✔ Enter too short kvk number
✔ Enter too long kvk number
✔ Enter string kvk number
✔ Enter decimal number kvk number
checkDesiredDevices()
✔ Enter valid desired devices
✔ Enter negative desired devices
✔ Enter non-number desired devices
✔ Enter decimal number desired devices
checkPaymentInformation()
✔ Enter valid payment information - iban
✔ Enter valid payment information - bic
✔ Enter iban and bic as null
✔ Enter invalid iban
✔ Enter invalid bic
✔ Enter non-string iban
checkAddress()
✔ Enter valid address
✔ Enter street with less than two characters
✔ Enter invalid postal code
✔ Enter invalid city



✔ Enter invalid city
✔ Enter invalid state
✔ Enter invalid country code
✔ Enter invalid house number
checkGarby()
✔ Provide a valid garby
✔ Provide more than two keys
✔ Provide empty object
✔ Provide garby ID longer than 50 characters
✔ Provide garby ID with invalid character
✔ Provide garby ID with invalid type
✔ Provide display name longer than 50 characters
✔ Provide garby ID with invalid character
✔ Provide garby ID with invalid type
✔ Provide garby ID which exists already

WasteEntryService
addWasteEntry()
✔ Add entry with good data
✔ Add entry with bad data

154 passing (828ms)

Figure E.1: The terminal output of Nocha after executing "npm run test" in the server directory
to execute the unit tests.

server-tests_1  | Authentication
server-tests_1  | ✔ Create a new free user (92ms)
server-tests_1  | ✔ Create a new premium user (79ms)
server-tests_1  | ✔ Login as the new user (77ms)
server-tests_1  | ✔ Get information of new user using token
server-tests_1  |
server-tests_1  | ManualWasteEntry
server-tests_1  | ✔ Add new manual waste
server-tests_1  | ✔ Remove manual waste
server-tests_1  |
server-tests_1  | Users
server-tests_1  | ✔ Get information of another user as an admin
server-tests_1  | ✔ Add garby to new user (67ms)
server-tests_1  | ✔ View waste entries of new user
server-tests_1  | ✔ View waste entries of user as admin
server-tests_1  | ✔ Rename garby from existing user
server-tests_1  | ✔ Remove garby from user
server-tests_1  | ✔ Edit address of own user
server-tests_1  | ✔ Edit your own logo
server-tests_1  | ✔ Edit user as an admin



server-tests_1  | ✔ Delete user
server-tests_1  | ✔ Get all users as an admin
server-tests_1  | ✔ Upgrade a free user
server-tests_1  |
server-tests_1  |
server-tests_1  | 18 passing (642ms)

Figure E.2: The terminal output after running "sudo docker-compose up –build server-tests".


